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-	 This report descirbes the results of a study to investigate the optimization
method used in the ^TavyJU^.S 4 Gas Turbine Engine Computer Cade (NNEP, formerly
designated ^CQ^iP). The ob3ective of the study effort was to identify and,
where possible, eliminate sources of computational noise in the NNEP code.
The scope of the study was limited tv the fallowing three tasks:
1. Generate subroutine, ^.abelled common, and common variable cross
reference tables from the program source code using utility programs
that have been developed by Analytical. Mechanics Associates, Inc.
2. Analyze the source cads far the purpose of identifying carnets and jar
singularities in the modelling of various functa.ons. Also, isolate
inner loop iterations and assess the adequacy of the criteria used
to terminate the iterations.
3. Prepare a rival. report of the results of the study.
The crass reference tables required :rot Task 1 were prepared immediately
upon receipt of the source code and were used extensively xxt the performance
of `Pask 2. The generated tables are included as an appendix^to this report.
The performance of Task 2 consisted of: {^.) analyzing the NNEP source
code to identify all internal iterations performed and instances where dis-
continuities andJor corners occur in system and subsystem models, and {2^
executing the program with a variety of test cases to determine the amount
of noise being introduced and the resultant effect an iterat^.on behav^.or.
The only modelling discontinuities/corners identified in the code occurred
in subroutine TFIERM where tabular values of coefficients yielded discontinuities
in function values and first derivatives in the sixth or seventh sigr^i.^' cant
digit at tab^.^tr points. These small errors may be eliminated without increasing
execution tame by increasaxig the number of significant digits of the stored
coefficients, and it is recommended that this be done.
The pr.E.ncigal sources of noise affecting the outer loop iteration (optimization}
sequence were found to be ►^. subroutine CAX,EX. The tightening of tolerances used to
terminate iterations in thzs routine does result in one or more additional
passes through the corresponding inner loops to achieve the mare stringent
convergence criteria; however, it does not necessarily follow that this always leads
to additional GPU time since the reduced no^.se directly affects the outer loop
iteration, sequence sufficientAy to permit convergence in the outer leap mare
quickly. It zs n.ot axiomatic that the elimination of noise reduces the number
of ^.terations to convergence in the outer Loop, Due to the nature of the
outer loop iteratar, subroutine BOTM, the existence of noise in the function
evaluation may tend to hasten or retard canve?'gence, $ut, when earlier
convergence is achieued with noise in the solution, it is due to circumstantial
satisfaction of the convergence criterion in BOTM by slightly erroneous results,
and the converged value of the performance inde^e may be greater or less than
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During the course of the study, a rev^.sed outer loop iterator, designated
_	 BOTk1X, was provided which was designed to operate in the presence of noise.
The application of this iteratar to several test cases failed to yield
=	 favorable results. ,Although the revised iterator 'converged =' in a fraction
of the ^,terations required by BOT^f, the dual, value of bhe per^arnance ^.n^.e^
-	
was always less, by as much as 8 percent, than the salubion achieved by.BO'^^I.
After the same number of -iterations and fuz^.cbio^i, eva^.i^atious required for
convergence with BOTMX, the value of the per^o^nance index achiev'ecl ^ibli ^d^M
was, in each ease investigated, ^iebter than the value obtained ^ixbh BU^MX.
The conclusions reached in the study are as follo^,rs:
1. The principal sources of noise in bhe NNEP code ar^.se ^^ozn loose inriex
loop tolerances employed in subroutine CALCFX. In CAI,CFX the tolerances
are i3nput as Bart ai the SPCNTL or SPEC arrays with default values a
1 x 10 3 . Ib is recommended that the tolerances be input far each control.
variable with a value xto larger than 1 ^ IQ ^.
2. The number of significant digits retained 9.n the tabular coe^fa.cients
in the 16 DATA arrays AHATR, BHAIR, CHAIR, DHAIA, APAIR, BPAIR,`CPA.IR,.
DPAZR, AHST^C, BHST¢C, CHST^C, bHST^C, APST{^C, B pST^C, CPST^C . and DPST^C
in subroutine TFERM should. be increased bo the limits of the macIizxi,e to
el3.minate di5contxnuitles in the function values and first der^.vatives at
tabular points .
3. Additional research of the algorithm employed by subroutine BOTM is
warranted. It was observed that the converged value of the per^armahce
izldex was actually achieved in most cases iri less than half of the itera^ious
and functiaxa evaluations employed to recognize convergence. Thus, im-
proved methods of terminating the iteration seems advisable.
4. The performance of the revised itexator BOTMf^ was interior to BCTM on
all the test cases investigated. Although additional testing and tuning
of BCTMX is encouraged, it is recommended that, until mare favorable
results with BOTr1K are realized, the subroutine BDTM be retained as the
production iterator in NNEP.
NOTL: In response to the abcve ^.^.vnr.'^tiS i^vnS, n'vlFiber5 1 aaad 2 h6ve e^'ieC'Ii :,.iccarporated
into NNEP and the Naval Air Development Center has been worYcing on and has
apparently solved the problems pointed out in 3 and 4. The scope of this
contract does not permit a reeva^.uation of the revised code. Prell.m^.nary
findings of NADC however indicate both faster and batter cr equal. optimum







The NavyjNASA Gas Turbine Engine Computer Code (^^') {refeience ^,) is, the pradtict
^f a ^oxnt effort by the NASA Lewis Research Center and the Naval Air De velopment
Centel. ^Ixe program is used as a tool for the optima^..,design of a gas tuzb^.n.e
engine, given a prescribed engine can£iguratioa, with specified engine comgvnents
which are subject to a set of equality constraints that assure sat^.sfactxon
of known laws of conservationa. The program provides for the imposit^.on o£
upper aa.djar ^.ower limits on key engine parameters and. perm^.ts the sgeci^ication
of up to ten 'independent variables which utay be chosen to maximize or
miniu^ze a designated performance index. The method of optirri.zation ys a direct
search technique know as Powells !
 Principal Axis Method {reference 2}, This
.technique is represented by subroutine POT14I in the NNEF coda.
'The imglemeatativn of the Principal Axis Method entails the eva].aation
a£ a controlled sequence of complete engine designs to define the principal
axes for the specific problem posed, followed by another controlled sequence
of steps in a direction defined by the principal axes. This procedure
^s repeated until, nr further improvement in bhe per$orfnance index can be
achieved. Th^Ls procedure is termed an outer loop iteration. 'fhe application
o£ the Principal A^sis Method requires .that on each functioix evaluation {corppZate
engine desigi%) all conservation laws and other control equations, xn the form
o£ equality"constraints, be satisfied. This i^%plies that several internal.
iterations, known as inner loop ^.terations, must be perro3rmed and convergence
achieved on each funct%on evaivatioxt. Such iterat^,ons are required in the
sgecitication of several individual. engine companen.ts as well as the engine
canfigurativn as a whole. The satisfaction of the limited variables (inequality
constraints) need not be satisfied an a given £unction evaluation. Any
violativns..contribute to a penalty £unction which is el^.minated as part of
the vtxter loop iteration.
Direct ogt^.mization techniques are notorious for their slow convergence
properties in the vicinity v£ the solution, and the Principal Axis Method is
no exception. Yn an attempt to ^.mprove convergence characteristics, a variety
of other optimi.zatian techniques in NNEP (actually anearlier version known
as NEPCONA}) were tried. Candidate techniques investigated included bath
indirect techniques and other direct techniques. None of the alternate techniques
7.7^iTestigated yielded any improvement oven the pr-i^„ ni pal dYw.5 1^I^'thod. yiiCicEc^i,
several of the techniques failed to converge to any solution. Zt was subsequently
determined that the most probable causes for failure o£ the several techniques
tv per£a'^ as anticipated were noise introduced in the £unction evaluationx
computations andjor Gainers or discontinuities "xn the modelling o£ 'the several
engiiYe components.
x The results o£ this investigation are described in a Naval Air Development
Ceia.^er memo to the NASA Lewis Research Center. The memo constitutes the final
progress regart fer NASA Defense purchase Request PR 585286.
3
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The net result of the investigation of alternative optimization techn^.ques
Maas to retain, the Principal A^sis Method in the production version of ^NEP and
to continue research with the technique to enhance its convergence characteristics.
©ne aspect o^ this research was to i.denti.fy the sources of noise in the code
anal any discontinuit^.es or corners in the modelling of the engine components that
may have contributed to the failure of the other techniques. The ^.dea is that
the e13mxnation of causal. factozs that may have contributed to the poor
pexformazxce of the other tech^rciques may Lead to ^.xaproved performance of the
Principal. Axis Method. It is this aspect 6f the research to which the study 	 9i













D^scusslo^s of s^uD^ AcTZVIT^^s Arm R^suLTs
Source Cade Acquisition and Checkout
Imraed^.ately upon a^raxd of the contract, a trip was made to the NASA
Lewis Research center to obtain on magnetic tape a copy of the NNEP source
code with tabular and input data fox a typical test case. The program was '
installed and compiled on the IBM 3b0, Model 91 under the O5 operating system
at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The program
listings were reviewed in detail to identify all input/output Logical unit
assignments and the expected record formats and lengths as required for the
proper definition of the fob control cards. The compilations indicated
several warning Level diagnostics which were of three types: (^.) array
Stems appearing in equivalence statements were non--subscripted; (2j Fortran
mathematical library functions were called with arguments of the wrong type;
and (3j real constants with eight or more digits were not specifically declared
double precision through the use of a D exponent. In addition the Technical Officer
advised of a dimension error in one subroutine, and a review of the IjQ units
employed by the program pointed out an ix+correct logical output unit asss^gn^zent.
These errors were corrected and a complete load iuodule of the revised program
was generated.
Initial attempts to execute the test case provided Caere unsuccessful.
Tracing through core dumps that were generated at the time of program abend led
to the determination that certain input variables and arrays were not
explicitly initialized by the program. Unlike the computers in use at the NASA
Lewis Research Centex, the OS/350 operating system does not set core to zeroes
prior to loading the program, This task must be performed by the applications
program. Upon accomplishing this task, the program e^cecuted successfully and
yielded results that were close to those obtained on the Univac 111Q computer
at Lewis. With this accomplished, it was possible to address the primary
objectives of the study.
source Code cross Reference Analysis
The NNEP source code was passed through a set of utility programs which
generate a set of five reports giving extensive cross reference information
of s+^ bprc^gram calls, labelled common references and individual common variable
references throughout the program. The five reports are as follows:
;. A Listing by subprogram bf ^che calling arguments passed to the routine, the
subprograms referenced ar called by the routine, the labelled commons
used by the routine, and the secondary entry paints contained in the routine.
2. A Izst of all secondary entry points in the program with the name of the
subprogram in which the entry point appears.
3. A list by subprogram name of all ether subprograms which call ar reference
the subprogram.









5, A list by common variable or array name within each labelled common of all
subprograms which reference the common variable. The variable or array 	 _
type and Sts position relative to the start of the common, in decimal
bytes, are also given. For this report, the utility programs use both 	 Y
the labelled common name and total Length, printed in decimal bytes, to
identify the common. Therefore, if a common is of different. lengths 	 -
in different routines, a separate report is prepared for each length. 	 ^„-':
The cross reference reports for NNEP are reproduced in Appendix A. These
reports indicated two problems with xespect to operation on the GSFC computer,
one problem was a call to a subroutine SYSOBF, the source code for which was
not included with the program. This subroutine is included in the system
library on the NASA Lewis computer, but is not required for operation on the
GSFC computer. Therefore, the calls to the subroutine were removed. The
second. problem identified was that labelled common EM^iDTD was of a different
length in one subroutine than in all other subroutines in which it appeared.
The discrepancy was due to the failure to properly type the common variables
as double precision in the one subroutine. This error was corrected prior
to commencing Task 2 of the study.
Analysis of Convergence Problems
The analysis of convergence problems required the repeated execution
of test cases under a variety of conditions. The test cases employed for
this purpose were provided by the Technical Officer and consisted of two separate
data sets. One sei., wY►ich will be referred to as Data Set A, consisted of a
design. paint case (function evaluation using input values of ail independent
variables with no i^:erations), an off--design case requiring satisfaction of all
control equations but no optimization, and a case to optimize the engine
design to yield max:^um thrust. The relatively simple engine configuration
consisted of six components - an inlet, a compressor, a duct, a turbine, a
nozzle and a shaft connecting the compressor and turbine. Four control
variables and associated end conditions were specified. For the optimization
case, two independent variables were activated and ono inequality constraint
was imposed. All cases in Bata Set A involved a single made. To supplement
these inputs, the data set also included five tables of gas property data
required to be available far reading an logical unit 12. The second input data
set, designated Data Set B, included a design point evaluation and five
separate optimization cases. Distinct mode numbers were assigned to each of
the six cases. Although each of the six cases represented different engine
concepts, reflected by different engine parameter values, the configura^cion
for each case consisted of the same 15 components, as follows: an inlet, 2
compressors, 2 turbines, 3 ducts, a splittex, 2"nozzles, 2 shafts, a water
injector and a load. A total of eight control variables ar^d associated and
conditions were specified along with two inequality constraints. Three optimization
variables were activated to yield maximum thrust for the five optimization cases.
The data set also included ten tables of gas property data. The twc data
sets are printed in their entirety in Appendix B.
_	 The analysis was begun with a review of the source Cade to identify 	 ^.<_`,
questionable procedures or algorithms in the code that could lead to discontinuities	 `'^-
or corners in modelling calculations. Tn earlier versions of the program, the 	 ff{
algorithm used far interpolation and enterpolation in the gas property tables	 _	 ;''
-	 was suspect. However, the routines employed to perform the interpolations and 	 -:^.




receipt of the sauxce code. Consequently, this portion a€ the program was
not investigated in this study. The review of the source code led to the
identificat3.an of only one subroutine where discontinuities ax corners in the
model may occur. This subroutine was THERM which so^.ves thermodynatrC^.c equat-3.ons
€ax sped.€red parameters given a set of i^aput conditions. The solution of
these equations involves the evaluation. of cubic po^.ynamial expressions of the
form
y = ai + bix + cixZ + dix3
€ox a given ualue of the independent vaxiaUle x. The coe€ficients a i , bi, ci anal
d. are selected from arrays A, B, C and b, respectively, with the value of the
index i being dependent on the magnitude of x. The subroutine contains an
associated array S with elements x i representing tabu^ax values of the indepen-
dent variable at which a change in the coefficients used takes place. The index
is chosen such that x is contained in the interval
xi S x < xi+^. '
I€ x < xl, then i = ^. is used. Ta assure continuity and smoothness in the €unction,
it is necessary that the stored coefficients contain a sufficient rxumber o€
signi€icant digits such that
^.1m	 _
e }0 ^y (xi) - y (xi^-s)	 ^
s^0 ^yr (xi) - y p (xi-e)^ = 4
where
y' (x) = bi -^ 2cix + 3dix
Hue to the €finite number of digits maintained by the camputer 9 it is not
passible that the indicated differences can be driven to exactly zero;
however, the smaller the res^.duals axe the greater wi1^. be the continuity
and smoothness of the function.. A f^ortran progxau^ was wra.tten to evaluate
the residuals ^,n y and y' at the tabular points ( i ^^'2), and it was found that
a m^.,nimum of szx signi€icazzt figures was maintained in both functions. This
level of error was expected since the coe€ficients are entered with an1.y seven
or eight significant digits. .This is probably not significant when us •^ ng a
direct optimization technique such as the Priztcipal Axis Method, but could
lead to problems with an indirect optimization technique. Since there is no
of€ect on computational speed due to increasing the number of signi€icant
digits in the coe€ficients, however, it is recommended that this be done even





A possible source not investigated because the level of effort available was
not consistent with the magnitude of the task is the differencing of numbers
of the same order, of magnitude. Since double precision computations are used
throughout the program, this is not expected tv be a major source of noise. Also,
machine roundoff and truncation and accuracy of ljbrary mathematical routines
were not considered important because of the use of double precision.
Tnner loop iterations are performed in several of the engine component
routines, including COOLTT, DBURYR, TNLET, MTXER, NOZZhE, TURBTN and WTNJEK.
Tn each of these routines, the iteration is on a single variable, and convergence
to the specified tolerance is required on each call. The appropriate subroutine
is called only once far a given component each time a complete engine performance
evaluation is required. Subroutine THERM also performs an inner loop iteration
an a single variable under certain conditions; however, it is called, many
times on each engine performance evaluation. Therefore, the possibility for
accumulation of noise effects due to THERri is substantially greater than for
the engine component routines. A multiple variable inner loop iteration is
perforz^ed in subroutine CALCFX to satisfy all the control conditions specified on
input. This subroutine provides the interface between the outer laoA iterator
EOTM and the engine performance calculations. CALCFX returns to BOTM the
value of the performance index which is used in controlling the outer' leap
iterations. The relative tolerances specified for convergence in the engine
component subroutines vary between 1 x lD 5 and 5 x 10^^. There axe two
flaw paths in subroutine THERM that result in inner loop iterations. The
tolerances far the two paths are 2 x 10 5 and 2 x IpW^'« The tolerances used in
subroutine CALCFX are defined by input through the SPCNTL or the SPEC arrays.
The data sets provided for test purposes invoked default values of 1 x 1Q
- for
these tolerances«
The investigation of noise effects in the various routines was approached
by tightening the tolerances used in the several. inner loop iterations in
selected combinations« For this purpose, all of the engine component routines
were tested as a single unit, subroutine THERM was tested as a second unit
an3 CAZCFK was treated as a third. unit. Within a unit, the tolerances for
all. inner loop iterations were varied holding the tolerances in the other
two units fixed, The behavior of the convergence process ^=as monitored in
terms of the number of iterations and function evaluations required for
convergence and the f^.nal value of the performance index, thrust. Additionally,
the convergence progress was monitored in several cases where the behavior
failed to conform to an expected pattern.
Tn the engine component routines, a tolerance level of Z x IO 10 for
all iterations was selected for comparison with the nominal tolerances stated
previously. Several cases were executed with both tolerance levels and
various combinations of tolerances in subroutines THERM and CALCFX. The
results indicated that the tolerance level in the engine component routines
had viztually no impart on the solution. Tn each case, when comparing with
equal tolerances in the other routines, the number of iterations and function
evallations were identical far the two tolerance levels. Furthermore, the
differences in the final value of thrust were insignificant, varying at most
in the sixth significant digit. Tt was therefore concluded that, at least for the
test cases investigated, the engine component routines are not contributing
to the noise in the calculations. Tt was noted with interest that the more
stringent convergence criteria did not appear to adversely affect the CPU time for
she runs. fihis is most probably due to strong convergence properties of the inner
8
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loop iterations resulting in the achievement of convergence with on^.y minimal
additional iterations.
In subroutines TI^ERM and CA'bC^'X, selected combinations of three tolerance
levels in each routine were investigated. In THEiZM, the nominal values were
studied in addition to values of ^,O^1Q and lOrl^ while in CALC^'X the values included
were 1QW3 , 10^^ and 10^s. Initially, a tolerance level of ld l0 was tried in
CAZCI`X, but difficulties in achieving convergence at that level. led to the
selection of IO^S
 as the most stringent convergence criterion. Due to
computer time lim3.tatians, not all combinations of tolerances were investigated
for ali cases. Nevertheless, a sufficiently broad spectrum of combinations
were included to adequately assess the noise effects in the cases investigated.
The results of this portion. of the study are presented in Tables l through
4, inclusive. The tabular entries include the data set designation and mode
number to identify the inputs for the case (see Appendix B), the tolerances
employed in the two subroutines; the number of iterations and function evaluations
required to achieve convergence in the outer loop, the converged value
of thrust and, for selected cases, a comment giving noteworthy information
concerning the iteration sequence. Table Z displays results for varying
tolerance levels in THERM while holding the tolerance levels in CALC^'X to their
default values of 10 3 . Table 2 gives corresponding results for tighter CALC^X
tolerances of 1Q 6 . Tables 3 and 4 zeverse the order of presentation of data
by varying the tolerances in CALCFX while holding the tolerances fixed in THERM
at the nominal and IO 10 values, respectively. A review of the tabular data
].cads to the following observations:
1. The tightening of tolerances in THERM crhile maintaiz^ing default tolerances
in CALCFX provides no evidence that major reductions in noise are achieved
with the tighter tolerances. Substantial (third significant digit)
improvement in thrust is achieved with tighter tolerances for the Data Set A
and Data Set B, MODE = ^ input cases; for all other cases the differences
in thrust were one or more orders of magnitude ,,mailer.
2. The tightening of tolerances in subroutine THEfcI^i while maintaining tolerances
of 10 6
 in CALCFX also provide no evidence that the tolerances in THERM,
substantially affect the noise. The only case for which the number of
iterations was affected by the tolerance level in THERM was the Data Set E,
MODE _ ^ input case, The number of function evaluations for the MODE _ ^
and 5 cases of Data Set B appeared very sensitive to the tolerance level,
but phis is due to the nature of the outer loop iteration algorithm where
slight changes in the performance index can substantially change the
iteration sequence. The maximum changes in the performance index occur in
the fourth significant digit.
9
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EFFECT OF TOLERANCE LEVCL3 rN THER,f
I?efault Tolerances in CALCT'X (lOW3)	 ..	 -
n









A l Nominal 4 53 4194.84




B 2 Nominal 6 129 14901.57.
B 3 Nominal 3 74 17556.G4 17668 lbs thrust achieved during iteration
!	 B 4 haminal 4 92 219$4.59 22040 lbs thrust achieved duxiag xteratior,
B 5 Nominal 5 86 2548E QO _
B 6 Naminal 4 80 27754.32
B 2 10W1p 6 132 14905.35
B 3 1Or14 3 74 17SS7.05 7.7669 lbs thrust achieved durins iteration
B 4 10^1Q 3 70 22641.04 22G72 lbs thrust achieved during iteration
B S 107'0 5 8b 25480.'97
B 6 I0^10 6 133 27731.79
i
•	 t-
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EFFECT OF TOLERAitiCE LEVELS IN THERM
Tight Tolerances in CAT..CF% (106)
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A 1 [3omitlal 3 . 44 4235 t 92




II 2 Nominal 3 63 14895.25 Final thrust achieved at iteration (2,33)	 ,
B 3 Ngr^inal 3 79 17574132 Final thrust achieved at iteration (?,20)
B 4 Nominal 8 160	 •. 22729163 Final thrust achieved at iteration (6,1.75)
B 5 Nocnina.L 9 175 25595:21 Final thrust achieved at itexati,on (6,117)
B 6 Nominal 2 68 27913!85 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,43)
B 2 101° 3 65 14$96100 Final thrust achieved at iteration (2,34}
B 3 lOrlO ^	 3 ^	 76 17S74i77 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,21)
B 4 l0 10 8 215 22745.X. Final thrust achieved at iteration {7,181}
B 5 1010 14 29$ 25595:05 Final thrust achieved zt itexatiort (9,180)
8 6 10 10 2 68 27913;53 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,43)
B 2 1014 3 65 1489b00 Final thrust achieved at iteration (2,34)
•	 B 3 10 14 3 76 17574°77 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,21)
B 4 10 14 8 217 22745.69 Final thrust achieved at iteration (7,183)
B 5 10 14 14 313 25595:07 Final thrust achieved at iteration (9,180)
B 6 10"14 2 6$ 27913.53 T'i a thrust achieved at iteration {1,43)
-	 ,"
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EFFECT CI' TOLEI2r1NCF LEVELS IN CALCFX
Nominal 'Folernnees in TIIEIZAI
N











A 1 10_3 4 53 4194.84
A 1 16rb 3 44 4235.92
I
A 1 l0_g 3 4S 4235.94
^	 8 2 l0_3 6 l29	 ^ 1490I,S1
B 3 l0^'3 3 74 17556.64 1766$ lbs thrust achieved during iteratio n
8 4 16_3 4 92	 ^ 21984,59 22040 lbs thrust achieved during; itcration^
B 5 YO 3 5 86 25481.60
8 G 103 4	 ^ 86 27754.32
B 2 ID_g 3 63 14895.25 Tinal thrust achieved at iteration (2,33)
3 3 l0_g 3 79 17574.32 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,26}
S 4 IOrb 8 160 22729.63 Final thxust achieved at iteration (b,135)
s3 5 10^b 9 175 25595.22 Final thrust achieved at iteration {b,117)
B 6 106 2 b8 27923.85 Final. thrust achieved at iteration (2,43)
8 2 lD_8 3 63 14895.24 Fint:l thrust achieved at iteration (2,33)
B 3 168 5 1.08 17574.31 Fins]. thrust achieved at iteration (1,?.0)
I3 4 10_8 8 7.66 22729.57 Final thrust achieved at iteration (G,13S)
5 5 16W8 4 75 2SS86.43 Final. thrust achieved at iteration (1,36}
B 6 l0
_8
2 68 27913.84 Final thrust achieved at iteration (2,43)
,^r ... _... _ .
f	 ..: 	 S	 ^	 -"^'^':	 I^wt^
TABLI; 4
IIFFZ±CT OF TOLEkANCG L7;VI:LS IN CALCFX
Tight Tolerances in TIII:^ri (IOWG)
c.a









A 1 10_3 4 b4 4238.93
A 1 10^b 3 43 423b.04 '
:1 1 108 3 44 4236.04
B 2 103 b 132 14905.35
II 3 10_3 3 74 17557.05 17669 lbs thxust achieved during iteration
B 4 10 3 3 70 22641.04 22b72 1bs thrust achieved during i.teracior.
S S 103 5 86 254$0.97
B 6 10 3 b 133 27731.79
B 2 10_b 3 b5 14896,00 Final thxust achieved at iteration (2,at^)
B 3 10^b 3 76 17574.77 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,21}
B 4 10^b 8 2'.5 22745.71 Final thxust achieved at iteration (7,181)
6 S 10^b 14 298 25595.05 Final thrust achieved at iteration {9,1$0}
B b 10 b 2 b8 27913.53 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,43}
B 2 IO 8 3 65 1484G.01 Final thrust achieved at iteration (2,34}
B 3 10»8 5 108 17574.76 Final thrust achieved at iteration (1,21}
8 4 1a $ 9 241 22744.93 Final thrust achieved at iteration ($.210)
B 5 108 4 75 2558b.29 Final thxust achieved at iteration (1,36)
B b 10 8 2 68 27913.53 Final thrust achieved at iteration (3.,43}
...r^...mr+ern.lanr^,.tba,n.^."
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The tightening of tolerances used by CA^,CFX from 10 
3 
to 10^^' has a
noticeable effect on performance index. The largest change occurs
in the second significant digit of the MODE = ^+ input case of Data Set B.
The further tightening of the tolerances to 10^$ had virtually no impact
on the solution except for the MODE = 5 input case in which the iteration
simply terminated earlier at a slightly smaller value of thrust. After 	 _,
the same number of iterations and function evaluations with a tolerance level	 -
of l0 ^, the iterator had achieved the same thrust as that of the converged
value for .a tolerance level of 10^ $. Again, this is a case in which slight 	 '
differences in the value of tfie performance index can. significantly
alter the outer loop iteration sequence.
^. The effect of tolerance levels used by CALCFx on the number of iterations
and function evaluations required for canvergenca'is unpredictable.
A review of the iteration histozies indicated that the first occurrence of
the final thrust (to five significant digits) is achieved in most. cases
several iterations and function evaluations prior to the determination. of
convergence. The point in the iteration sequence where this occurs is
given under the "Comments" heading for several of the cases. The two
numbers enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma denote the number
of iterations and number of function evaluations, in that order, where the
final thrust is achieved. Note that, far a given mode, these numbers
are identical for CALCF^f tolerances of 10"^ and 10^ $ except fox the MODE = 5
case discussed above. Similar numbers are not shown far the tolerance level
of 10 3 because noise in the calculations rendered any such analysis
meaningless. As noted in the Comments, some intermediate iterations for
a tolerance level of 10" 3 yielded values of thrust that substantially
exceeded the final converged value. finis is almost certainly due to noise
in the calculations.
It is concluded from the preceding observations that tightening tolerances
used by subroutine CAI^CFX from the default values of 10 3 to a level of 10" will
substantially reduce noise in the computations. However, doing this will not
necessarily reduce the number of iterations and function evaluations required for
convergence. It is recommended that attention be given to the convergence
criteria of the outer loop iteration far the purpose of more rapidly determining
that convergence has been achieved. The tolerance levels in subroutine Ti^ERPi
appear to have little impact an convergence using the Principal Axis Method. 33owever,
if this direct iteration technique were Go be replaced with an indirect method,
it is believed that the samll noise introduced by the loose tolerances in THERPf
may then impede convergence.
^ This effect was noted previously in the Final Progress Report of a Naval
Air Development Center study for NASA T^ewis Research Centex on Optimization
Methods for the Navy/NASA Gas Turbine Engine Code, NASA Defense Procurement
Request PR 7$2875.
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During the course of the study, a revised version of the Principal. Axl.s
Method iterator was supplied by the technical Officex with instructions to investigate
its apparent improved convergence charactexistics. Tha primary difference in
the new algorithw is the use of a least squares quadratic curve fit of four
points to locate the performance index minimum along the line search of the
outer loop iteration. `The objective of this modification is to minimize
the effects of noise in the outer loop iteration. The revised iterator was
installed on the ZBM 36^, Model 91 computer at NASA GSFC and, after eliminating
problems arising from the failure to explicitly initialize certain arrays,
successful. execution of the program was achieved. TesL'ing of the revl.sed
iterator was performed using the Data Set B input cases.
The five optimization cases of Bata Set B were executed with various
combinations o£ tolerance levels in subroutines THERM and CALCT'X and the results
a^:e tabulated in Table 5. As predicted, convergence with the revised iterator was
repeatedly achieved in substantially fewer iterations and function evaluations
'than required by the original iterator. It was noted, however, that the final
value of thrust achieved with the revised iterator was routinely less than
that obtained with the original iterator. In one case (MODE = 4^, the difference
was eight percent. This suggests that the reduced computational requirements
z^a.y simply be a result of an early termination of the iteration process. A
direct comparison of the performance of the two iterators was made by tabulating
the maximum thrust achieved with the original iterator within the number of
function evaluations required for convergence ^,rith the revised iterator. These
values of thrust are presented in the last column. of Table 5. Zt is seen
that these values are consistently higher than the final, values achieved
with the revised iterator. The values shown in the last column of Table 5 are
within 0.8 percent of the converged values obtained with the original. iterator.
The conclusion to be dra^,^n from these results is that the performance of the
original iterator is better than that of the revised iterator. Therefore, it
is recommended that the original. iterator be retained and that the number of
iterations and function evaluations be reduced by relaxing the convergence
criteria or through improved convergence detection techniques that way be
identified through additional research with the algorithm.
15
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2 1Tominal 1D^3 1 3S 143D9.9b 14873
3 ;vominal 1D^3 ]. 33 17574.77 1762b
4 ^om3.na1 1D^3 3 71 21061.6D 22039
5 nominal 1D^3 3 92 25275.46 25481
6 iVQminal 10_3 1 37 27445.12 27654
2 Nominal 1D_6 1 33 14314.G5 14895
3 ^lominal 106 1 34 17574.14 17574
4 :^or.^inal 106 3 71 21D60.93 22679
5 Nominal 1D^6 1 51r 25275.1.8 25586
2 1D^ID 10 3 1 35 14310.3.0 14889
3 10^1D 103 ^	 1 33 17575.44 17fi27
4 10^1D 10 3 3 73. 21062.32 22672
5 1D-1Q 1D-3 3 92 25275.31 254$7.
6 10 ID ZOW3 1 37 27438.64 27657
	 •
2 1Q 1D 10^G 1 33 14315.OD 14896
3 ZO^10 106 1 34 17574.59 27575
4 1D^1D 1D^6 3 72 21061.15 2270D
5 1D^10 1D^6 1 54 25275.D3 25586
6 1D^ID ZQ 6 1 3b 27432.57 277DD
^ ria^imum value achieved taithin the number of iterations and function evaluations required
for convergence faith modified iteratar.
CQNCLt?SZONS
As a result of the eaa7.yses performed and supporting data generated in the
study, the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The anly modelling discontinuities and corners identified in the code
were miner and are located in subroutine THERM. Tables of coeffic^.ents
used in cubic polynomials era stored to seven or eight significant digits
in internal T1ATA arrays. At tabular points in the independent variable, the
use of successive entries ^.n the coefficient tables can lead to discontinuities
in the evaluated function and first derivative in the seventh or h^.gher
significant digit. The retention of more significant digits in the coefficient
tables can virtually elimdnate the discontinu^,ties 'at no addit^.anal cost in
computer time.
2, The principal source of computational noise, as it affects the performance
of the ^'rincipal Axis Method iterator, is the tolerances to whxtta the
control equations are satisfied on each fun^ion evaluation. .The default
values of the tolerances, which are ^. x l0 , lead to inaccuracies in
•	 the performance index in the third or higher significant digit. ixx a
sequence of function evaluations, these inaccuracies appear to act mare.
as a bias than as pure noise. Consequently, the convergence characteristics
are, on the average, not substantially different from those achieved w^.th
tighter tolerances. Rather, the effect is to converge on different
values of the independent variables which yield a slightly different
value of the performance index. The error in performance index due to
loose tolerances in satisfying the control equations can be positive ar
negative and the magnitude can exceed the differences in performance
^.ndex evaluated at the different values of independent variables. Therefore,
it is possible that the solution with hose tolerances can appear better
than that achieved wz.th tight tolerances, but this more favorable result is
erroneous and can not be achieved in fact. It is recommended that the
default tolerances be overr^.dden for each control variable through program
input in either tlae SPCNTL ar SPEC arrays contained in the namelist ^
input data set. It is recommended that the tolerances be input na greater
than 1 x 10^^.
3. The tolerances used in the inner loop iterations in the engine component
subroutines and in subroutine TkIERM appear adequate for use with the
Principal Axis Method iteratar. No computational noise was observed in
varying the tolerances of the engine component subroutines; slight noise was
observed in varying the tolerances in THERM. Tightening the tolerances
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KOi^FLG(1.21I=4MOPTV,O.O.E.0.5PE.C{ L.31 Ix0,0.2@t'0.4.4#Ortr
Ki;IhF lG {1 •32}=4Fll7PTV,o•0. 11 sOsSF^C{ l^32 }-C+0x0.1 •4^C•1 s





KCNr L G { L • 3 }=4l+SPLT . 3.0. 1'e . L5
KONF [ G(t,l5) -4H'NLN .f.15so.A.O•
KChFfGLL•41=4HCt]MP.4•o•5.Ea
RL.NF [ G(1.E}=4k+ DUCT.^srO. 7.4.
KCi+iFl6(la6)'-4F^Tl1hC•i•f^•HsOr
KLNFIGIL.7'}^4HTUn^.E.C•7.,.
KL'NFLGIi sS) x 4HUUCTrS.^). 1C.C•





_	 __ _ _
TASLE d-3 ICOt►T• )
KCNFiG[1s141= ahpLCr.t^.c.la•C.
KChFIG[1.11 )= 4FIAi0LZ•13.O.tArC•
KGi^F i G t l .12)-4r+ShFT •b • 4.14 •Q • 	 -
xnhF[Gt1.i^1=ANSNFT.2.7•C, C.
KLNFIGt1 rl4)4 A >'•LCAC•
KCNFI G ll •2a) =4tsCi^TL •SPChTI_t l .2a^- 1 •7s4FFSfAP •8.10.0.1 •
KCrtrIG t 1 • 2l)=ArlCivYL • SPCi'+^TL [ 1.^11=1 , G•4tdSTAp • tl•^s0•!•
KthFlGtl • 221=Al^1C1+iTLaSPCtiTLi1•ii1-l.Ar4i15TA1^ . d ► 7+C•!+1 •05.1 .6r
KCNF I G t l • 23 )= 4l-tGirT 'l., • SPCtiTL t 1 s E ^) = ! • 3 •A ^IST .AP.C, 13 s 0 .1 •
KGiVFICs{1 •24)=ArCh^L • SFCtiTL[I • ^Al = 1.2s^MSTAP •8.4.C . 1•1.03.1.6r
KGN>=
 I G l 1 •25 } =4>►ChTI. • SPC:^ Tt,. [ 1 r 2 :) =1 .l • 4ti5TAP •8.2 • C • [ r
KGNFI G 11 •26)= 4tiGNTL •SPCtiiL [ 1 •2E }= 1 •1 M • 4HOOV1.8 s l2 rC• 1 •
Kf3NF I G L 1 •2?) - 4hCNY1. r SPCtV Y[. [ 1 s2 71 = 1 . l 3. 4FlDt=l: T • 8 ^ 1'J t C * 1 .
KQhiFI G I 1 • 28) =4HLI7^Y •SPLIv`![[ .2.E)-C.O.7.L si0•kMOBLT •8r2.0.O•i s
Kt7NFIC11 . 29)=4ttLIMV • SPLIy`![is2^,1^0.0 •b•l.l•A >i001) T•b •A•d•Osl•
K[iNF[Gtl w^0)=4FlOF1'Vs0•s]•2•C•Sir E.Cl tx301-0•-6•Rr14sAi0.•O1.
KGNF[Gtlr31)=ANC}ATVs0.0•^.C.SPECtI.31}=D •4s28B0.4.4AOrls
KCNFIGII • ^21= 4Mg PTV •C,Os l l •4•S>+ECL 1s32 ) = C•0 •Cr! s4 *C •l r






KOI^iF [ G{trl'3)=4Mi^lihJ •! ^s ► GsA.O•
KG3tiFlG[[ •A)- AliCG1+P•4.0 •'S •E•
KGNFIGtI .:)-at^cucT . 5.0+7.a•
KCNFi [it l.b) = 4NTUR£ • 7.6+d•0 •
KCNF [ G[Ir7) =4hlTVpBrE • C•9sC•
KCNFiGII.B)=4NGUCTrS+C•1C.C•
KCt!:f iGll •51-4i-h^ZZs IO.O. l I.O.
KGfltFiGtl . io }=ANCi.CT.12• C.13•C•
KC^1^+F I C [1 .!l f= AhsvCZZ.13 . G.lA.O•
KCtiF[C(1 s121=4MShFT•5•A.14 r0•
KGNFI Gtl • 13)=4keShFT •2.7•C• C•
KDNFICtI • I4)=Al-I.L:AE•
KCNFI6 { 1 •201 = 4HChTL • SPCATE. [ 1.e 0)= 1.7.4N5TAP s2r 10.01
KGtyF' iGtl s21)=4i^4C!►TL•SPCNjLII x211= 1•ti • 4k15TAP• @• tfrCsl•
KGr1FIG 11 x221 = 4tsCATL •SPthTl, . t 1 .2e )= l •A •4HSTAP •Er7• C • l • 1 •a5• t •fi•
KGNF i G t l •231=4i^fCh7L • SPC h TL [ 1 •2 c 1=1 •3. nM5TAP •fi • ! 3.0.1 •
KONFIGCL•241-AhCNTL•SPGhtL ll •241=1•2.4FF5TAY•E•A.O.1.1•C5• I.6s
KL:IVFIGt1 • 251-A^[:hTLsSPG h TL [ L.2:1=1 . 1 s4H5TAP.d•2• C. i•
KChF[^sfl •26)=4HChTL • Sf+Ct'^Tl.il sc!° 1=1 •1$r 4Mi?[fUT•8s L2 •Crl •
KGNFIGtlr27 ) 34t![:HTL •Sf>CVTLtI • z7)=1.1^•At1[)pUTsB•l 'J•C•1 •
K41tiF [ G{1 r2E!)=4MLINV•SPLt y Vtl • 2f}= a•0 •T •L•10• y F+ bCl.i •i`s2.0.Oils
KGA1F i fs l 1 •251 =ANL I NV • SPL 1bV [ l •2S) =C • O •6 •! • 1 •4F[)U4 T • E • A •a •a.l •
KCNF i G [ 1 •.'30)=4lyO pT V sQ •C •'c • C• °_PEC [ 1 •:101=0 •-6.5s 1 0 s4 ;0..01 •
KGhFIG ( 1 •.1)=AtP7P7Y•a r0 s^ • 6.5 PS Cl 1•:31) 30.0.2EE0 .4•A#0•E•





.x 'F ..	 ...,, .5^^'.. -__,a'_.,
	 ^ ._..,-..
	 ":..:..di.'v.n_uR 3i3 ...._J.WV:..w wE^.
	 .c.-.:,,:.'xi.f





..	 .	 ^.,.	 s...^. ^ku.., u.uwr.. _.r .ica _._,.	 _	 -_	 ... ^^_	 _-
T ACjLE B-3 (CL]!^'i r 1
KCNFIG{1re}=4HCl]MP•2rGr3rCr
Ki,NF1G{ 1,.}}=41iSPLTr3rOs lis 15
KCNFI&(l .IS)=4tiN IA,! r1^i0r4rOr
KCINFIG { t r4}-4lIGOMP . 4,0.5.t:•
KCNFIG(lr_)=4f•CWCTr5,0 ► irOr
KCNFIG (l.C)=4HYUR©rlr6r8r0r
KGNFiG L1 s7}=AFITUF 'i8r ErC ► 4rCr
KCINFIG { 1 rk))-4HDUCf r5rOrlOrCr
KGNF I6 (! r8)=4 ►fNUZZ• lOrO^ 1! rOr
KCNFiGII r IO}= 4H{)UCT rl1.C ► I^rCr
KCNFIG (1 s 1l)=AHNGZZrl3rO ► 14.Cr
KCNFIG{1 r i2} ^4HSFF7rHr4r 14.0•
KCNFIG {1 r 13)=4hSkFT r2r7rCr C•
KQNF1G11 rI4)-4li1^CACr
KCNFIG{1 r20} =4HChTL.SPCNiIt{1 x201=1r7r4HSTAP•8.10r0•t•
KCNFIG ( ! r2I ) = AHCNTL rSPC. NTL(1 s2.! }= 1.6r4H5TdA .$• 8.Or1.
KCNFIG(ise2}=4HC1^TLr5PChTl.((.2^)=1 r4s4MSTAprt:•7.0rf.I.45.1r6r
KCNFIG { ls23}^ 4HCATLrSPChTL ( 1r2..)=1s3r4 ?iSTilpr8r13s0s1•
KGNF{G(1r24I=4hCNTLrSPCfiTLIIrcA}=1 r2r4HSTANr8r4rOr1r1r05r1r6s
KCNFIGLI s2S)=4FfCNTLsSPC^TL{iraf) - 1str4M$TAP rEr2rCrlr
KLiNFIG ( 1r2E)=A^iC!• TLrSPCNTL ( lrcE} = I ♦ I2.AHOflU4r8r12rCr1•
KGNFIG ( 1r27} = 4HChT t~ sSPCATL ( 1r27) = lri.3.4Fi[)OflTr8rl3^Csls
KGNF 1 G L i ,2f3) -4i^iL 1H V r SFL IMV (1 r 28 }=0 r0 . 7 s! r l O r 4HL9GLZ •6.2 .0.0.1 •
K:.HF[G { 1 r24)=AHLIl^V . SPLINVLI r24} = CrO:brL.1r4FD [UTrEr4rOrOrls
KGNFI G (i .:.'J)=4Hl^PTV .0.0.2. Cs SFE'C[ 1 r30}=0.-6.5 r 10,A A0..01.
KGNFIC ( 1._1}=4hl7FTVs0 . 0s°•C.SPEC ( 1 r31} = C•0.2E8C . 4*4'M0*1.
KCA^F I G (1 r.32) =4HOPTV r 0 r O r l l r0 • SF£C ( 1.32. )=0 r 0 r C r l r 4* C r l r
BEND
Efl MUpE'Sr
KGl+tFIG (1 • 1)=AHINL7 • 1,0.2.0.
KCNF1Gllr^f=4HCE1MP.crCr3rOr
KGItiFI G{ I r 3)=4H5Pt.T r 3 r 0 r l'c s 15
KOAFI[LI.15} =4HNINJr1SrCr4rOr
KCNFIG{1 rA}=AHC!]NPr4rCr'Srl.`r





KCNFIG ( 1 .10}-ahGI,CT.txrOslM.rC.
1^c:NFi6I1 • 11)=4HNl32Lr13rCst4rCr
KGhFIG(1•i^e)= 4H$hFTrbr 4. 14 r0•
KCNFiC(1 r13}=AhSFFT aZrTrCr{:r
KONFIG ( l•ik}=ANLCACr
KCNF1 r I 1 .;c0) =AHCATL s SPCrT1_ ( L . 24 }^ 1 r T • 4MS TAP • E r 19 ► O r l .
KGNFl4{I r21} = 4MChTLrSPNTL{Is2l) = 1r6r4N5Tr^i> r8sllrCrlr
KCNF iG(1 r2Z}'-4MCNTL rSPCATL L! r2's }'= 1 •^► r4l-STAF} rL: ^7r Cs 1 s 1.t15r l rSr
KGNFIG ( 1 r2^)=AHCl4TLr5PCAT1, I Ir?.}^ 1 •3 . 4h y TAP .Es 13x0 rlr
KCNr I4Ll r24}=AF^GATtr51sCKTLII seA}^ 1 r2s4N5IAP rQrarCrl rl r0^+1.6r
KCNF 14 L { rZ5) -4HCRTL r S+FCKTL I l rs `. ! ^ I r l s4H;rTA1^ s@ r2 r C • L.
Kf:tvF' i(^{1 rc"&)= 4HtATkrSPChTL { E rGti - 1r12r4Np 01ilrlirle^Ce1 s




Ki3NF I G t 1 .2t3 } :4HL IMV • 5PL I : t►V t 1 .2 E }=-C . 0 .7 r l • 10 • ^^1D[i6tT •E r^ s0 s0 rl •
lCGNFiCt1 + 29}=4ME. iMV.SPLIMVt1 .2S1= OsC•b.i . 1.4hI)OUTsEs4sO^uri•
KChFIGI! ..':0}=4HOPTV.0 .0•<'•0.5PECf L r30} = C.-Cr•5.IOs4 +10•^Ol •
KChF I G t 1 ..^. l) =4HOPTY ^ 0.0.5.0• SPEC t 1 •3! I =Q •0 .2EEO.4 r 4^0 ^ L r





 = 4HCGkP . 2sCs3.d.
KCNFIGt1.3)r4hSPLT•3sOsliil5
KCNF 1 G I l .151=4Fi1► INJ • LS.O s 4.0 •
KENFiG t iw4)=OHCOMP s^.r0.5•t.
KCivFIGtI •^)=4ht71/CT•5.0.7rOs
KGNFIGt1 • G) a4FeTUF8 . 7.6•B.d.	 .
KCNFIG{ i •7)=41iTUHi3•@•G•9.0.
KONF I G t l • e }= 4t+Dl1ET .5 •Q • I C • d.
KGNFiGtI r`+3 =41+i^E11Z . lOrD• 11 ^Ot
KChFIG t1 . 10)=41,DUCT ► 12.0..13.0.
KGAFIGll . l11 r4FfiVOZI • t3.C.14^d•	 '
KL.hFIGt1 .12)=4WSF ►FT,6.4s 14.0.
KCNFIGtI•l^)a4H5FFT.2^7.0.C.
KONF I G t l r l4 }=4Hi.0AC.
KCttiF l G I l s Z0I =4tiCATL .SPCNTL t t r 2C 3 = 1 .y ► 4iiS7AP • E. t 0 •C s l•
KCNFt [t 1 .21)=4HCATL.SPCNTLL1.2f)=I.Gs4b+STAPi8^.8^C•1•
KGNFI(^ t 1 .22)=4liChTL.SPCATL t t .c i )^ 1.4.4MaTAP ^Es?sC+l •1 •05.1 •6s
KL'NF i G t ! >23 } =AFiChTL . SPCA TL t t .2^ } = l •3.4 NSTAP r8 r 13 sD ^ I •
KGNFIGtir24}=ANGNTLrSPCATLt!•$4)a1•z.4H5TAP.@.4•Cs1.1+05.1•¢.
KCNF I4 t L • 25 } = 4NGNTL. r SPCATL C i .2 . } =1 rI s4NSTAP sL s 8a C . l
iCChFlGtl •.2G)=4NGNTL . 5PCtKTLti .2f1=-I.l1. • 4FlpO1) T•b.12.C i 1.
KCiVFIG t 1 ^ 2T1 =4HGhTL•5i'CTiTL t1 ► 27}=i.13^4HDd117 •Br13sC.ls
KCNF I G I 1 •281 =4NL I MY . SPL I NV t l . .2E } =0 s O s7 r t • 10 . AMDEI4T •Ere •0 .O.l •
K(iNF iC t1 .291=4ldL,1ILV.SPL.INV t1 .2S}-^s0.4.1 .i.4FDtatlT.Es4s4sO.1.
KL'NF IGt l •^0 }=AtlL7PTV •Or0.2.d^ SPECt 1 •30) ^0.-l4a5.# 0 r4^1C..01 .
KCNFI Gt1 • ^1f=4liWP7Y s0 . 0•S •d.SPEC{ 1.'.ili=0. Qs2E80.4.4'^0r1s
KG^^F1 G { l .22}=AFIQPTV . O.O ► I1.O sSRECt 1.321 = 0.0 rC• t .4#C^ 1 •
bL[+ft)
bD NVG^T=-a•sPECIl.1}=6^4.SPEC il. 2)^1.05•SPLC tI0r2}=^s9sSPECtl.3)^^09a7•
SPECt 1.4 1=1.22•
Si^ECt 2 .9 }^ •848Jx • SPECi 5. S 1 =•48 i46.5oEG t 2 r# 1} =•94374.5FSGt5 s l l 1^ •9ei371 s
SPCC{4 . 51-2700.5PE:t:t 1s6) = 3.G4•.PECtts7} =x•3SsSPECt 1.11)W1925 •SPE;GtIslS}=.Ol.
MODS= 2•L^EEL=T f.END
1^ GiV l --- ME3
ED St^ECt Irl1}a .^4Ec.0.5PECt 1• ll^yti3.407sSPECt10 .2.)=4•S^sSPSC { ts71=A•Os
SPECt l •b )=3•E0.11CDE=].5pECt1 •151=Cs
5^'ECl2.9}=•!!75#2r5PfG{5.Si=•58e.3t.sMpt:4i2.111=.93^#4As5FaC[S•1 1!^•9A3$Ar
Si'ECI 1 •12i = L^EO'v"0,5FEC .t 1.1^ )= 12 EG0 . hCE7t]£^1.5FE .CtS•'e 1=2E•7TS •^sPEC^ t r2f$ l.r'lrGAs
SP^Ct4.5)=3.000 . aPECt3•^ti="OCC.LAttEL=fi.SPEGtt•3 )_• C °E2^ZB30 bEAc?
1 AN^1 1/2 FAAS t+N I LNGiAE---- t:itY
t;b 5i'ECLI • i5i=• Q1 . NGt)E = a.SFE". Ct4*di =z93Lr^SPECtI . 111=2tk+1s^NECtlO .21=2r44s
SPEC t 2 .^i )_ •EE$2f1 • ^RECt *..• 4 }=• SE iL t. eP^r:. t 2.11 1 =• <iA^; 3.SFLCtS • 1 I) =•Sl0^4# •
E. CN4
QQU^^ITy nF ^'HF




:._.....	 ^.._	 _,n	 ._,^,	 ^^_,_....,.., ..
1^
r	 ^
tAllt.k i3-3 (CONY•)	 -	 .
.	 ^
t ago l^2 ^ p ti5 t3h 1 ENC 11v^ - --- AE1	 '
SD SPEC . C1 ► 11} S T 7b0rSPE'.CI1.11-174.3rSr^CIIOsF)=—;s•SBaSPEC(1.73•=3.4.
SPECI l rG}=?.@rl^tOCE = 5.5PECi 1.18)=0.
	 ^
SNEC ( 2r3)"•'iC +3L5•SPEC { 5+5)=r58^47aSPEC(^.11)-.4346F • SFBCiS • 11)=.h8^6Q ♦
SPECif.E^) = 1.lOprSRi C il•13) = ILEOOsRCOOE= I.SFEC ( 5r2?='l11.348rSPEC ( 3.3))=3x10.
SPEC(! .4)=1.eTi.S^'E:CI1.2)=t•3T•E1^i:C(A.5)=319C.LAEEE.=i'aSPEC(1.3)=s0331ti17 SEN p	'^ y
s	 3 i= :► nS ll^ G1tiE EiVCsiAE -^=-E^EFGENCY Y70L--° 1]RY	 '#	 Sb !NL]DE= fi.SF^EC(l•15)=.41rSPECt l.1==103AaSPECtl.2}=1.3s5PECt10 . 2^=-5.48•
	 f
i	 5PECt 1.11)=72:Od.SpEC(4r^)^eS49r
^	 SPECi^ . s51)_•9^77T .5PEC ( 5.S}=.58sE2 . SPECi2rl1 ) = •435OKrSFEC(S.L ► )-r'aE)24fr.
'	 Sr'+EClls3 }=. C7lbBrSPEC iI.4)=1.2^ . SPI:Ct1.6) =3.EGrSREC[1.73=2.A.SPEC(lsll)=T2t}0.
	 ' `^'
SPEC(.1.1 e)= 1ABE,2aSPEC(l ► i3}=14357 &EtJD	 '^
3 EAir'S OA C^tE ENGINt --EMBGGENCY V1CiL--- w#T
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 STD• VAR IABLI; P ITCF1 FAh MAP #i^Fi..aA* ♦ R=1.2sSPFD- I •PiGH=D
P'iCN 3 -6.00 0.0 a.0
SFSD 4 .5C0 •450 1.00 i.05
R 6 1.0 1•l 1.2 l.3 1.4 I•b
FI`O^M 6 27.3° e'8 .78 31.20 32,60 34,30 .35.40FL[3'^I b 29.20 x.0.73 32.2ir 33.72 35.30 3b. 1ZFLDYi 8 30.4E :1.98 33.45 34.80 3b•26 37.37FE.Ow 8 31 .SC ,3.0E 34.60 35.81 37.07 3].68
SPED 5 .fOD .500 I•DD l.lO L.13
R 7 1.0 1.1 1.2 l.3 1.4 1.5F^WiY 7 .28s85 3a .75 ,31.90 32.90 33.85 3ra•ie
FW'N 7 :i0•TO 32..82 .'x.4.30 35.25 3ti•2? 37.68
1`t_U+I 7 33.80 35 •90 37,15 38.05 38.80 39.80F1, [3w ? 38.20 38.25 39.31 40•!0 40.79 4l•39FLU1^! 7 3T,20 36 .1C ao.^D ao.8o 41 .5o s2.3a
SPED 4 •y00 •S5C 1.00 1.C5
R a3 l•0 1.1 1.2 I. 3 l•4 1•bFL[}N 6 34 .9C 38 .SC .'.7.52 38,3A 39,58 40.60
FL.UiN !s 36.30 37.93 3t1•^^5 34•TC 40.b4 41.b0FtOw 6 37.70 3B •22 40.Oy 40.132 41 s69 42,50Fi.i]v! 8 39.32 40.5.1 41 .28 4i •A5 42..05 43.30
Ecr
31352 NAM 5rD•	 VAAIABI.E PLTCFi FAA MAP **EFF **
 R=1.2s.PEp=1•^'iGH=O
P[CFi 3 -6•CO C•C 5.0
SPED 4 •50C •55C 1x00 Ir0'W
R b 1.0 lsl 1.2 l•3 1.4 1.6
EFF 6 • 1:5D •E77 .8a2 •8b8 . 1140 •d00EFF 8 •a:50 .878 •888 •877 .1147 .800
EFF B rf50 •^77 .8b8 •88C •d50 .800
EFF 6 •85C .$7e^ .d86 •882 •854 •800
SPED 5 •8DC •BCC 1.00 L.LO L.13
R ? 1•D 1•i I.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
EFF 7 .E5C .FBC •888 .BQC .d57 .835
EFF T •E54 .Et33 .adz .88^ .t1TG .850
EFF 7 • E50 •E .84 •tl87 • SF5 •HNO r850
EFF T	 ^ a$5C .BTB •titiB . 88Q .liti$ •1140EFF 7 .80C •E5C •t^e^s •850 .1148 •1130
SPED A .500 .SSC 1.00 t•C5
IZ 6 I.0 l•1 1.2 1.3 l•4 l•6
EFF fi • E5C rB$C . f182 • E7^ •l150 •800EFF d •E50 ^E^^'4 .8116 •8NQ •t15ti •1115EFF b .150 •tt1C •tla5 •8110 •e150 .t10D!*FF 6 .faC •FeC •FItf2 .880 .tlb0 .aaC
Eer
3 y53 HAH STD.	 VPAlABI. E PITCri FAh fi^AP	 +h*Pr^I^l^	 i^=I.2 . SGEJ - i.PtCei=0
PiCH 3 -6.00 C•0 Sa0
SGa:C 4 •SOC .SSC 1.00 I.CS
























1Ar^LE s-a tCa^r. i
3'^R 6 ^.It2 1.155 1.144 L•12*r 1.107 1.07$
PR 6 1 • 1 y 5 1.181 1.165 1.148 L• 1.x:1 1.Ot35
AR @ i•c19 1.204 1.1ti? 1.157 I.i36 1.4533
PR 0 i•238 1•c2S 1.2011 1.1$4 1.14b 1.094
SPED 5 .EOC .SOC 1.00 1•t0 1.13
R 7 1.0 1.1 L•x ! •3 1.4 1•S E •4
PR 7 1.16E 1^ 14E 1.113 1.122 .1.110 1.OSi0 1.OTl
PR T 1•iS8 1+181 1.17'0 1.161 1.150 1.131 i•!03
Pft 7 1.247 1.233 ir220 1 . 208 1•ly4' 1•lb5 1.127
AR 7 1.2Si4 1•'eT2 t•25T i•243 ir22b 1.192 i•14i1
Aa 7 1.310 i:28! 1.269 1.2.55 1.237 1.206 1•L52
SPED 4 .BOC ^45C 1.00 1,05
R b l .0 1.1 1.2 1.3 l.a 1.$
AR [e 1.2C9 1.198 1.192 1•ieb 1x174 1.145
AR 6 1.2.3$ 1..228 1.220 1.212 3.194 1.158
AR !i 4.2b2 1.252 1.242. 1.232 1.213 1.171
PFt 4 1.252 1 i c7T 1.2f> 5 1.251 1.,2x9 l • 182
EOT
3954 ALL EStN MP C[MFRESSCF **FL01^^4 R-! •3 •SPEO^1
r1tiGL 1 0•C
58c0 8 •7C •eC •8S •90 •95 1.00
	 - 1.OS
1 r10
R 4 l•0 !.1 1.2 1.3
FL.D+^ ,4 24.5C 25.ZO 2b:30 26.90
R 6 1•C 1.1 1.2 L•3 1.4' 1•S
FLO+f !s 38.30 ,39,TO 40.40 41 •00 41 .20 41.50
R "I 1+0 1.1 !.2 1.3 1.A 1.5 l.b
FIOw 7 47.00 48.34 49.10 49.90 54.30 50. TO 50.f30
R 7 l•0 1.1 1.2 1.3
	 ^ 1.4 1.5 1.7
FLG^I 7 59 .1C 54.9C El •40 E2.20 02.60 b3.40 03.60
FI.CsW 7 lT.SC 79 •10 EI •1 0 82.60 83.510 85.00 85.40
FtCiV 7 96.80 58.40 59.00 !00• C 1.00.3 104.5 100 a5
FL^i^ 7 10_•0 10..5 LOb•2 106.5 106.8 107.0 107.0
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